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Abstract

In order to contain public care expenditure, policy makers in the Netherlands have over the last decades formulated in ever more stringent ways what ought to be expected from spouses, partners and family members with regard to care for dependent relatives. The current Dutch coalition cabinet plans to shift the principal responsibility for non-medical care, including demanding forms of care such as long-term personal care, to individuals and families. I argue that these policy developments imply cost redistribution rather than cost containment and that this redistribution is disadvantageous for women.
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Population aging and the associated greater need for long-term care have made policy makers in developed countries reconsider welfare state arrangements (Alcock and Craig 2009; Pavolini and Ranci 2008). The Netherlands are no exception. In order to contain public-care expenditure, Dutch policy-makers have over the last decades formulated in ever more stringent ways what ought to be expected from spouses, partners and family members with regard to care for dependent relatives (Morée, Van der Zee, and Struijs 2007). Eventually, this process, which has been labeled formalization of informal care, culminated in the allocation of the principal responsibility for the provision of lighter forms of care to the family instead of the state. Currently, a next step in this process is being considered: the principal responsibility for non-medical care, including relatively demanding forms such as long-term personal care, may be shifted to the family. In this commentary I argue that formalization of informal care redistributes rather than contains costs and that this redistribution is disadvantageous for women.

**The Netherlands: Formalization of informal care**

In many developed countries, long-term care responsibilities are shifted to the family, with state welfare more and more being framed as a last resort for those most in need (Alcock and Craig 2009). Along with the Nordic countries, the Netherlands are among the states in Europe where eldercare is most highly defamilialized, that is, where frail elderly are least dependent from family support to address their needs (Saraceno and Keck 2011). However, Dutch policy-makers have made the substantial increase of the number of informal caregivers a formal policy goal (Mot 2010). The pressure on family members to provide care to dependent relatives has become greater over the last decades (Morée, Van der Zee, and Struijs 2007).

In the post-war era, policy arrangements in the Netherlands were aimed at increasing the independence of people in need of care, which led to a great increase in publically provided
long-term care. Gradually, however, this care ideal shifted and policy makers increasingly underlined the responsibilities of individuals and their families. Since the 1990s, the state’s expectations towards the spouses, partners, and family members of dependent persons have become explicit in ever more stringent ways (Morée, Van der Zee, and Struijs 2007). Eventually, this process led to the labeling of certain forms of care as usual care (Dutch: *gebruikelijke zorg*).

The usual care concept was launched in 2003 and subsequently modified and formalized in a protocol, with the explicit intention to limit the formal support prescribed and thereby to contain costs (Morée, Van der Zee, and Struijs 2007). Usual care is defined as “the normal, daily care that nuclear family members or other people who share a household can be expected to provide to one another” (CIZ 2012, 9, author’s translation). The usual care protocol is crucial in determining entitlement to specific benefits under the Exceptional Medical Expenses Act (Dutch: *Algemene Wet Bijzondere Ziektekosten, AWBZ*), which aims to provide a general insurance covering the Dutch population against exceptional health care needs. The protocol applies to AWBZ-provision of social participation support (e.g., help with mobility issues that would hamper family visits) and personal care (e.g., help with washing and dressing), insofar assessment officers do not expect dependency to last for more than three months. Therefore, dependent people sharing a household are typically not eligible for public provision of these forms of care. Since these forms of care are considered relatively undemanding, physically and mentally capable household members are expected to step up instead. Municipalities entrusted with the execution of the Social Support Act (Dutch: *Wet Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning, WMO*) - which aims to offer support to people who need it to sustain their independence and participation in society - mostly use a similar protocol for determining entitlement to publically provided domestic help (Tuynman and Marangos 2010).
Largely in line with recent advisory reports by the Council for Public Health and Health Care (RVZ 2012) and the Social and Economic Council of the Netherlands (SER 2012), the current coalition cabinet formed by conservative-liberals and social-democrats intends to further retrench public long-term care arrangements. Plans are to focus public long-term arrangements more strictly on medical care, while shifting the principal responsibility for non-medical care to individuals and their families. Publically provided non-medical care is seen as a last safety net, to which only those who cannot afford paid alternatives and lack a network of potential informal caregivers should be entitled (VVD - PvdA 2012). This shift could be perceived as a next step in the formalization process of informal care, as it applies to forms of care which are more demanding than the forms of care to which the usual care label currently applies, that is, long-term personal care.

**Gendered consequences**

Care policies, though typically *de jure* gender-neutral, are rarely *de facto* gender-neutral (Saraceno and Keck 2011). Policies determine to what extent care is defamilialized. Rudimentary public care arrangements intensify demands on family caregivers, while generous public care arrangements relieve family caregivers. This is particularly the case in families where the financial means to afford paid alternatives for family care are lacking. Partners and adult children are the main providers of family care to the frail old (Cantor 1979; Cloïn, et al. 2011; Dykstra 2007; Wolff and Kasper 2006). This provision of family care is highly gendered. Daughters and daughters-in-law provide more care to their dependent older parents than sons (Haber Kern and Szydlik 2010; Ogg and Renaut 2006; Schmid, Brandt, and Haberkern 2012) and wives provide more care to dependent spouses than husbands (Noël-Miller 2010; Spitze and Ward 2000). It is generally established that husbands are less likely than wives to serve as primary caregiver.
(Allen, Goldschneider and Ciambrone 1999; Lima, et al. 2008) and that they have a stronger tendency than wives to share care tasks with other potential caregivers (Antonucci and Akiyama 1987; Feld, Dunkle, and Schroepfer 2005; Feld, Dunkle, et al. 2010). Since family caregivers are mainly women, the design and generosity of public care arrangements have highly gendered effects (Saraceno and Keck 2011). For instance, research has shown that poorly available social services push daughters, but not sons, to provide intensive support to dependent parents (Schmid, Brandt and Haberkern 2012), arguably because inaccessibility of public care reinforces women’s perception of themselves as a key locus of care (Aronson 1990).

The reallocation of care responsibilities to families, and effectively to women within them, is not without consequences. While providing informal care can entail positive outcomes, such as a sense of satisfaction or learning new skills (Cloïn et al. 2011; Cohen, Colantonio, and Vernich 2002; Reinhard, Levine, and Samis 2012), it is also associated with a range of economic and non-economic costs (Fast, Williamson and Keating 1999). For employed women providing informal care is associated with lower wages (Heitmueller and Inglis 2007) and women with paid work who start giving care are more likely than non-caring women to reduce employment hours or to leave their job altogether (Berecki-Gisolf et al. 2008; Pavalko and Artis 1997). The disadvantageous labor market trajectories associated with caregiving may have unwelcome consequences beyond the working age, in the form of lower pension benefits. This is particularly likely when pension claims are tightly linked to contributions and acknowledgement of care work in the public pension scheme is absent, as is the case in the Netherlands (Saraceno and Keck 2011).

Retrenchment of public long-term care arrangements, as planned in the Netherlands, may reinforce the negative impact of informal caregiving on women’s employment. In Europe, the
negative association between informal caregiving and women’s employment is stronger in countries with rudimentary public long-term care arrangements than in countries with more generous public long-term care arrangements (Kotsadam 2011). Kotsadam (2011) argues that this may be related to the relatively low degree of coercion in the latter countries for family members to take on the caring role. Family members may feel less forced to provide care and accept the associated employment trade-offs when public care is available for a dependent relative.

The trade-offs of providing informal care are not limited to employment and pensions. Caregiving is also associated with stress and declines in mental and physical health (Aggar, Ronaldson and Cameron 2011; Coe and Van Houtven 2009; Reinhard, Levine, and Samis 2012; Schulz et al. 2001). Many informal caregivers feel overburdened (Cloïn et al. 2011). While longitudinal studies on the impact of similar social policy changes on the quality of life outcomes of family caregiving are to my knowledge inexistent, it can be expected that the planned long-term care reforms in the Netherlands will aggravate the adverse implications of providing care for family caregivers. First of all, the principal responsibility for demanding forms of non-medical care, such as long-term personal care, will be reallocated to the family. Research has shown that the adverse quality of life effects of caregiving on family caregivers are particularly strong when the provided care is complex and long-lasting (Cloïn et al. 2011; Coe and Van Houtven 2009). Additionally, diminishing public long-term care generosity increases the degree of coercion in family members’ caring decision (cf. Kotsadam 2011). Care reluctance is relatively great for caregivers who feel that they did not enter the caring position by choice (Burridge, Winch, and Clavarino 2007), and those who resent having to care for a frail older
relative report higher levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms than those who are at peace with their caring role (Aggar, Ronaldson, and Cameron 2011).

The reallocation of responsibilities for a wide range of non-medical care, including long-term personal care, to families may not just be disadvantageous for women as providers of care, but also as care recipients. When people are in need of long-term personal care they tend to prefer public care arrangements over informal care (Wielink, Huijsman, and McDonnell 1997). Those who receive informal care often experience feelings of loss of autonomy and of being a burden (Cahill et al. 2009; Fast, Williamson, and Keating 1999). Particularly for women this may create tension, as it has been argued that the feeling of being a burden clashes with the cultural imperative women experience to be self-reliant, undemanding, and self-possessed (Aronson 1990).

With regard to the usual care protocol, one could further question whether informal care provided by a co-residing spouse or partner meets an impaired older adult’s care needs to the same extent as the public care available for those who are not part of a shared household. The usual care protocol implicitly assumes that the bare presence of a healthy co-residing spouse or partner is a sufficient condition for access to adequate informal care. Not every healthy spouse or partner is equally able or willing to provide care though. Particularly women may not receive adequate spousal care or partner care when public care is not available for them. Research has shown that husbands receive more hours of spousal care after a decline in the ability to perform activities of daily living than wives (Noël-Miller 2010).

**Cost containment or cost redistribution?**

Dutch policy-makers committed themselves to contain the costs of public long-term care to a level that is acceptable to society (Mot 2010). In line with this, the process of formalization
of informal care has been largely economically motivated (Morée, Van der Zee, and Struijs 2007), as are current plans for a further going shift of the principal responsibility for non-medical care to individuals and their families (VVD - PvdA 2012). I do not dispute that shifting care responsibilities from the state to the family is an effective measure to contain public care costs. However, it obviously comes with an ever more stringent demand on, mostly female, family members to provide care, and it would be a mistake to perceive family care as cost-free (Fast, Williamson, and Keating 1999). The ongoing retrenchment of public long-term care arrangements is likely to go hand in hand with an increase in economic and non-economic costs for caregivers and care recipients. In this commentary I have argued that it can be expected that women will carry the lion’s share of these costs. Therefore, the ongoing formalization of informal care in the Netherlands primarily means redistributing rather than containing costs.

In an earlier essay on the sharing of long-term care responsibilities in this journal, Tong (2009) has argued that a state of affairs “which on the surface appears to demand more sacrifice from women than men, would seem to be a priority for countries that do not want to disproportionally burden their women with society’s caregiving work” (18). However, considerations regarding the gendered consequences of the ongoing formalization of informal care are not prominent in the current policy debate surrounding long-term care in the Netherlands (Mot 2010). The strong focus on public expenditure in the current policy debate in the Netherlands combined with the fact that the gendered redistribution effects of the formalization of informal care are being overlooked justifies concerns that the future of Dutch long-term care may very well turn out unfavorable for women.
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